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Abstract— In this work, we propose an optimization technique
for reversible circuits. The involved steps in this optimization are
divided in two stages: First, we define templates and, second, we
execute an optimization algorithm, where templates are applied
on a specific order over the input circuit and exhaustively search
through the circuit for possible replacements. The proposed
optimization approach has been tested over a wide spectrum of
benchmarks and improvement over state-of-the-art design
approaches is registered.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last couple of years, semiconductor industry has
witnessed some tremendous advancement in fabrication
technology. Besides, the packing density of transistors in IC
also has increased exponentially whereas miniaturization of
ICs is in continuous trend. This miniaturization of ICs has
resulted several issues like high thermal noise, poor yield and
also affected in the reliability of the ICs. So, the necessity of
designing energy efficient circuits is observed and one of the
possible future solutions to this problem can be inform of
reversible circuit.
Unlike non-reversible(classical) computation which only
allows the computation from input to output, reversible
computation perform bidirectional traversal – input to output
and output to input. As per the observation made by Landauer
[2] and Bennett[3], such special ability to perform
bidirectional computation enables information-lossless
property in circuits which may leads to a power-efficient
design. This relation between logical reversibility and power
consumption is recently verified in [4]. Since couple of years,
this field has observed extensive researches and new findings
are being reported on daily basis. The most promising area
where reversible computation has seen its application is
quantum computation [5] where all the operations inherently
reversible. Apart from quantum computation, the applications
of reversible computation is also seen in on-chip interconnects
[6] and adiabatic computation [7].
At same time, developing efficient algorithms for reversible
circuit design bear high importance. But as the designs of
reversible circuits are very different from conventional logic
circuits, traditional circuit synthesis schemes cannot be
applied for synthesis of such special type of circuit. Although
different synthesis techniques are already existing, developing

efficient synthesis algorithms have high significance. Based
on the level of scalability and type of algorithm used,
synthesis schemes can broadly be separated in the following
two classes.
Optimal solution based: This class contains synthesis
algorithms [8-10] that have low scalability level but generate
optimal solutions for small variable functions (up-to 6 input
variable) and when the algorithms of this class are scaled then
high time and space complexities [11] are observed.
Sub-optimal solution based: This class of algorithms have
quite opposite properties than optimal methods. Solutions
based on sub-optimal techniques have higher scalability level
but cannot ensure optimality in solutions. Approaches like
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) [12] based technique or
Exclusive-Sum-of-Products (ESOP) [13], [24] based solution
are the examples of this class.
Apart from these two classes, there also exist various
techniques like Reed-Muller expansion based synthesis
schemes [14], [25], Group theory based synthesis schemes
[15], heuristic algorithm based synthesis process [16] etc. But
such synthesis techniques, in most of the time generate suboptimal solutions and have a limited level of scalability such
as upto 30 variable functions.
So, optimizing such already synthesized circuits generated
from sub-optimal synthesis algorithms bear much significance
and here the necessity of post-synthesis optimization is
observed. Not only the cost optimization [17-18] is a priority,
but also line optimization [19], gate count optimization, etc.
found much interest.
In our work, we too have proposed a similar optimization
algorithm which focuses on cost reduction in synthesized
circuit. We have proposed several templates which replace the
high cost sub-structures with equivalent low-cost solutions in
circuits. We also have undertaken a wide scale testing for our
optimization algorithm and it is found very effective.
Now, here we summarize the rest of the content. Section II
introduces the preliminaries on reversible circuits. Details on
the designed templates and the resulting optimization
technique are stated in Section III. Experimental results and a
comparative study over exist methodologies are given in
Section IV. Finally, the work is concluded in Section V.
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II.

BACKGROUND

To familiarize the readers with reversible circuit and related
terminologies, here we are introducing the basics of reversible
family.
Definition 1: A circuit is called reversible if it has the equal
number of input-output lines and performs one to one
correspondence between input and output vector pairs.
Reversible circuits are designed with reversible gates and
NOT, CNOT and Toffoli [20] (see in Fig. 1) are the most
common reversible gates used for designing reversible
circuits.
C0
C0
C1

C1

categorized them into three classes - circuit optimization,
circuit expansion and control node sharing. Now, we show the
designs and the formation patterns of all the templates.
Template1: If there exist two consecutive Toffoli gates TOF
(C1;T) and TOF (C2;T), where C2⊂ C1 and C1\C2 has a single
element ci , then TOF (C1;T) TOF (C2;T) = TOF (C2  𝑐𝑖 ;T).
The template is presented in form of an example in Fig.2.
Though it is not necessary that all the controls in gates to be
consecutive, but for an easy of understanding, we have
assumed that they are consecutive in examples.
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Fig. 2: Template1 (T-1)
Fig. 3: Template2 (T-2)
In order torsibl
evalute the performance of such reversible circuits,
two cost parameters
namely Gate Count (GC) and Quantum
e
Template2: If there exist two consecutive Toffoli gates TOF
Cost (QC)circ
[21] are considered as important cost metric. Apart
(C1;T) and TOF (C2;T), (where C1= C2 and C2\C1 is Φ ) in
from theseuittwo parameters, T-count and T-depth too are also
such a way that the polarity of a control node at 𝐷1𝑘 = 𝐷2𝑘 ,
(e):
used to judge
circuit performances. Here, we define the
A3
then TOF (C1;T) TOF (C2;T) = TOF (C1\ 𝑐𝑘 ; T).
commonlyqubi
used cost metrics.
The structure for template2 is depicted in Fig. 3.
Definition t2: A quantum circuit is a collection of quantum
reve
Template3: Let two consecutive Toffoli gates TOF1 𝐶; 𝑇
gates over
rsibla set of circuit lines, where each of the gates
and TOF2 𝐶; 𝑇 operate over n control lines and have a single
performs its
e unique quantum operation. The number of
target line T. If these two gates contain m controls and (m-1)
circ
quantum operations required to realize a functionality using
uit
controls respectively where [m≤n] all the (m-2) controls in
such elementary
quantum gates is known as quantum cost.

For a circuit, it is the cumulative value of all individual gate’s
costs present in the design and can be represented as QC =
th
𝑘
𝑖=1 quantum cost (gi ), where gk represents the k reversible
gate in the circuit.
Definition 3: The Gate Count (GC) metric of a circuit is the
count value of number of gates present in the design.
III.

PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

Here, we are introducing a template based post-synthesis
optimization technique for cost efficient realization of
reversible circuits. Not only, this approach is very effective
over the post-synthesis optimization but also can be employed
over logic minimization as well. The entire optimization
process involves two stages. In the first stage, the required
templates are formulated and then in second stage, an
optimization algorithm runs which takes a circuit as input and
exhaustively searches through it for possible replacements of
sub-circuits with the templates and removes the extraneous
gates from the design.
Here we are stating all the stages of our algorithm in detail.
A. Formation of templates:
In this phase of optimization, we design the templates and
form a template library. Five templates are defined here and
depending on the nature of these templates we have

TOF1 𝐶; 𝑇
are same as the (m-2) controls of
TOF2 𝐶; 𝑇 𝑎𝑛𝑑 the polarity of (m-1)th control in TOF1 𝐶; 𝑇
is inverse to the polarity of (m-1)th control in TOF2 𝐶; 𝑇 , then
addition of a pair of gates constructed from TOF1 𝐶; 𝑇 or
TOF2 𝐶; 𝑇 with (m-2) controls into the existing netlist
produces a reduced cost netlist.
The design of template3 is shown in Fig.4, where initially the
adjacent gates are expanded and then they are reduced to a low
cost-based solution.
C0
C1

Cn-1
Cn
t
(a): Initial design

(b): Expanded circuit

(c): Final design

Fig. 4: Template3 (T-3)

Template4: Let two consecutive m-control Toffoli gates
TOF1 𝐶; 𝑇 and TOF2 𝐶; 𝑇 are operating over n control
lines and have a single target line at T, where m≤n. Now, if
the hamming distance between the controls of the gates be k,
then the Toffoli pair can be substituted with k number of pcontrol Toffoli gate where p<m.
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For easy understanding of the above stated rule, in Fig. 5 and
6, two circuits with different hamming distances and their
respective transformed designs are shown.
Template 4 (T-4):
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T

T

T

T

Fig. 5(a): Two gates
having hamming
distance of 2

Fig. 5(b):
Fig. 6(a): Two gates
Transformed maintaining hamming
circuit
distance of 3

Fig. 6(b):
Transformed circuit

Template5: Let two consecutive Toffoli gates TOF1 𝐶; 𝑇 and
TOF2 𝐶; 𝑇 are operating over n control lines and have a
single target line T. If the control nodes in both the gates are
located in such a position that they have at least one common
control, then the gate pair can be replaced with a set of new
gates by sharing the functional expression between their
control lines.
If the above stated condition is satisfied, then both the gates
can be substituted with the structure as shown in Fig. 7.
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(a): Cascade of two gates

(b): Paired structure

Fig. 7: Template5 (T-1)

B. Formulation of the optimization Algorithm:
The design of templates is now complete, and now a template
library (named as Tlb) is formed by taking all the five
templates in a group. These formed templates find their
structure matches in sub-circuits and replace them with lower
cost designs. But all the templates cannot be executed
arbitrarily over an input circuit, rather it need some sequential
execution to achieve higher level of optimization. Steps
involved in this template matching technique are summarized
in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm1: Template Matching Process
Input: Un-optimized circuit: Cin , Tlb
Output: Redundancy free design: Coptimized
begin
Cupgrade =Replace_NOT(Cin);
Cordered =Shuffle(Cupgrade);
Flag=1;
while(Flag==1)
do
Match_Template(Ti,, Cordered).// where i∈ {1,2,3}.
Cupdated = Replace_with_Template(Ti, Cordered);
while(no further matches are found in Cupdated)
Cimproved =Invoke(T5 , Cupdated);
S=Circuit_Expansion(T4 , Cimproved)
if (S==False)
Flag=0;
end if
end while
Cfinal = Cimproved
end

Let’s take an example to understand the optimization
algorithm.
Example 5.1: Consider the circuit of Fig. 8(a) representing the
function
fout
=
1⨁𝑐2 𝑐3 ⨁𝑐1 𝑐2 𝑐3 ⨁𝑐0 𝑐1 𝑐2 ⨁𝑐0 𝑐1 𝑐2
𝑐0 ⨁𝑐0 𝑐1 𝑐3 ⨁ 𝑐0 𝑐1 𝑐2 𝑐3 . This input circuit is an un-optimized
design which incurs a quantum cost of 87 from 18 gates. In
Fig. 8 we have shown all the involved optimization steps and
also show how gradually the cost of the circuit is finally
reduced to 46.
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t=1

t=1

(b): All the NOT gates are
replaced with negative controls

(a): Input circuit
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(c): Design after reordering the
gate netlists

(d): Match for T-3
C0
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t=1

t=1
(f): Again a match for T-3

(e): Expanding the circuit with
additional gates
C0
C1
C2
C3

C0
C1
C2
C3

t=0

t=0
(h): First expanding the circuit and
then removing extraneous gates

(g): Match with T-4 is found

C0
C1
C2
C3

C0
C1
C2
C3
fout

t=0
(i): Match with template-5 is
found

fout

t=0
(j): Finally, the optimized
structure is obtained

Fig.8: Showing optimization steps over an example circuit

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The stated optimization technique has been tested over a wide
range of benchmarks and computed results are summarized in
table1. The obtained data have been compared with related
optimization techniques and post-synthesis works [18], [22].
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In the comparison, we have evaluated two cost parameters –
Quantum Cost (QC) and Gate Count (GC). In our result table,
we have observed steady cost improvement and gate count
reduction from our approach.
V.

CONCLUSION

This work has presented a template-based optimization
scheme for post-synthesis minimization of reversible circuit.
The proposed optimization technique has successfully tested
over various synthesized netlists and improvements in cost
metrics are seen. Not only the developed scheme is applicable
for post-synthesis optimizations but it can be helpful in logic
minimization as well.
Further reductions in cost metrics by appending ancillary line
and incorporating structural changes in the design is under
investigation which will be addressed in future.
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Table1: Comparison with related optimization techniques
Benchmarks
Specifications
Names

Optimization
using [22]

Inputs/ Quantum
Outputs
Cost

decod_217
5/16
c7552_205
5/16
sqr6_259
6/12
sqn_258
7/3
inc_237
7/9
rd73_312
7/3
sqn_258
7/3
5xp1_194
7/10
dc2_222
8/7
life_238
9/1
max46_240
9/1
9symml_91
9/1
clip_206
9/5
apex4
9/19
alu2_199
10/6
apla_203
10/12
add6_196
12/7
tial_265
14/8
f51m_233
14/8
misex3_242
14/14
misex3c_243
14/14
978-1-7281-9369-4/20/$31.00in0_235
© 2020 IEEE
15/11
cordic_218
23/2

1745
1745
1034
2041
2104
214
2041
1327
1789
5740
4498
12747
6535
237748
4776
3438
6005
47145
33333
115637
111258
18999
348566

Optimization
using [18]

Proposed
optimization

Gate
count

Quantum
Cost

Gate
count

Quantum
Cost

Gate
count

79
79
66
50
72
65
50
65
55
57
51
58
111
5039
87
74
179
516
358
1199
1188
245
1567

613
623
876
1887
1745
200
1887
1155
1688
5744
4538
13026
6119
158095
4611
3024
5534
47556
32882
99119
96064
16985
348532

21
23
53
51
63
53
51
59
53
57
52
62
109
3469
87
64
167
522
355
1043
1049
218
1567

432
417
539
2113
1553
203
1685
987
1542
5893
3995
3276
5419
79452
4219
2987
4745
41110
29004
83123
79880
14413
253019

18
16
72
58
68
63
69
61
61
61
47
126
97
1408
97
69
158
487
325
978
746
198
253019
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